Hebden Bridge Twinning Society: An update on HBTS members
during Covid-19: 6th April 2020
Alan Brooks - It’s so boring I went outside to knock on my own door! Then came back in and said “Who is
it?”!
Eleanor Ross – Sends all her love to friends in St Pol, Warstein & Paratico (and in the HBTS)
Wilma Downs (verbal report to JJ). Wilma (who – correction - is a dietician not a nurse on the Stroke Team
at LGI) gives the following report. “My week has been one of two worlds. The one is the one familiar to you
all of staying in a gentle life of domesticity and little outings to shop or exercise where the pace is slow&
people pass by at a safe distance nodding or passing the time of day from 2 metres apart. The other world is
inside the hospital where on the surface all is the same. But underneath we are all taking in a difficult dance
called social distancing. On the wards this is hard to achieve and people can be seen leaping out of the way
on a piece of machinery or a fellow worker! To make this easier we’re working as remotely as possible. It’s
easier in the office where we can move about more slowly . However, our manager still lifts her head from
her planning to cry ‘2 metres apart!’.”
Anne Bridges I'm fine thank you, keeping occupied . I'm knitting a jumper for my son ( an Aran one and
very complicated). I'm also sorting all my photographs out. So won't get bored. Hope you are keeping well.
Please give my live and best wishes to all our friends in Europe. Thank you
Keith and Ann Maude (30th March): Just to let you know that we are all doing ok. Because of her
Myasthenia Gravis, Ann is confined to the house, although she can go into the garden.
I am doing the shopping together with Clare our daughter.
I hope you are ok, I suppose we are lucky because we live in relatively isolated places.
David Parry (1st April): No problems but getting bored
Jane Jackson
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